A new mechanism for altering chromosome number during karyotype evolution.
A new mechanism for changing chromosome numbers (preserving the fundamental number of long chromosome arms) during karyotype evolution is suggested. It includes: 1) Occurrence of individuals heterozygous for two interchanges between different arms of three chromosomes (a metacentric and two acrocentric ones). 2) Formation in heterokaryotypes of multivalents during meiosis between the chromosomes involved in the interchanges and their unchanged homologues. 3) Mis-segregation of chromosomes from these multivalents resulting in hypoploid (n-1) and hyperploid (n+1) simultaneously instead of euhaploid gametes. 4) Fusion of n-1 or n+1 gametes which gives rise to (zygotes and) individuals representing homokaryotypes with changed number of chromosomes (2n+2 or 2n-2), but preserves (as compared to the parental karyotypes) the number of long chromosome arms. Under definite conditions, chromosome numbers of the progeny may be changed by this process in both directions (upwards and downwards). The mechanism is free of the difficulties associated with the explanation for such changes by direct Robertsonian interchanges (see "Discussion"), which are usually considered to be responsible for such alterations in chromosome number. The above-mentioned process has been experimentally documented in Vicia faba and it probably also occurred naturally within the Vicia sativa group.